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successors, de Gaulle sought to promote French industry and agriculture by The Vision of Charles de Gaulle (New York:
St. Martin's Press. ). . For those concerned with explaining European integration, this analysis suggests that the.

This was a popular topic because of the Maginot Line which was then being planned, but his argument was
quite nuanced: he argued that the aim of fortresses should be to weaken the enemy, not to economise on
defence. Nonetheless, it is striking that Jackson and Anderson conclude their respective works with divergent
evaluations of the Fifth Republic that de Gaulle bequeathed. On 3 September his rank of captain became
permanent. The book imagined tanks driving around the country like cavalry. It was as keenly symbolic of
Gaullist triumph as any law or edict, but, though the alteration is mentioned, we never really see it or feel it.
Naturally, he made his return conditional on being granted strong executive powers and constitutional reforms.
Perhaps more important, the price of the earlier comeback had been millions of dead Frenchmen, and there
was simply no will to try that experiment again. De Gaulle had nothing except his uniform and his voice. In
the winter of â€”, thirty soldiers "not counting Annamese " died from so-called "German flu", seven of them
from de Gaulle's battalion. Prime Ministers, when they become unpopular, are eased out by their supporters;
kings, when they become unpopular, must be thrown out by a mob. They also manage, in different ways, to
make weighty contributions to a richer picture of the France that the General did so much to shape. His father,
Henri de Gaulle , was a professor of history and literature at a Jesuit college who eventually founded his own
school. The politics of grandeur, he shows, need not be the exclusive province of bullies and gangsters and
crooks and clowns. He was one of the few survivors of his battalion. In a very French touch, the Vichy
officials first publicly stripped him of his rank as general and then made him the center of a hate campaign,
showing his tall figure on posters hidden behind a microphone surrounded by swarthy Jews. Machiavelli tells
the new prince that fortune counts for as much as talent, and de Gaulle was himself lucky that he obtained
British government support by default when all its attempts to find another solution through alternative
Generals in the French empire had failed. Modernization of the army was a constant in his thought, but it was
modernization of a very specific sort, whereby the army knew its place within a broader rational organization
of society. The idea of French honor, quaint but essential, was revived. Jackson does a brilliant job detailing
the evolution of de Gaulle from a normal French officer who has contempt for the squabbling, mediocre
politicians of the Third Republic into a clear voice for republicanism. Here he clashed with his instructor
Colonel Moyrand by arguing for tactics based on circumstances rather than doctrine, and after an exercise in
which he had played the role of commander, he refused to answer a question about supplies, replying "de
minimis non-curat praetor" "a leader does not concern himself with trivia" before ordering the responsible
officer to answer Moyrand. The Communist Party of France was a slavishly obedient arm of Stalinism and the
Soviet Unionâ€”which did not alter the other reality that, after the invasion of Russia, in , many of the most
courageous of the resisters would be Communists. Which is to say, the ruler whose right to rule has only
recently been asserted and remains flimsy, questionable, and contestedâ€”the arbitrariness and underlying
force of which have no recourse to tradition. Intellect needed to be braced by impulse, and impulse should be
valued as a kind of instinctive ethics. The underlying presupposition of their critics that objectionable politics
were a priori unamenable to modernization meant that de Gaulle had enormous political capital to yield if he
were successfully to present his accession under that rationale. Ultimately, this vision of the French state
trumped colonial attachments. And, just as Hugo was heard best from exile, so was de Gaulle. However, this
is not the kind of revisionist work that promises to dynamite existing scholarship but turns out to be little more
than pyrotechnics. Jackson highlights how a recurring Gaullist stratagem was to present himself as the only
buffer between France and catastrophe. An observer wrote of de Gaulle at this time that although he
encouraged young officers, "his ego The failureâ€”and this is a view that Jackson seems to shareâ€”was
political. His grandfather Julien-Philippe was also a historian, and his grandmother Josephine-Marie wrote
poems which impassioned his Christian faith. The book was published in  Instead, in his writing at the time, he
criticised the "overrapid" offensive, the inadequacy of French generals, and the "slowness of the English
troops". His life is proof that unapologetic right-wing politics do not necessarily bend toward absolutism; they
can also sometimes stiffen the spine of liberal democracy. Successive short-lived governments escalated this
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paradigmatic war of European decolonization without any corresponding prospects of resolution. If the French
military expended great energies thinking about modernization in this period, de Gaulle nonetheless
successfully turned on it to characterize it as antiquated and blimpish.


